Why Citation is Important

• To acknowledge and give credit to the work of others
  – And to avoid the risk of plagiarism, i.e., taking credit for words or ideas that are not your own

• To enable readers to locate the sources you used
  – So the readers can evaluate for themselves the appropriateness, accuracy, and veracity of the elements that helped shape your analysis and conclusions
When Should You Cite?

When you extract from an external source (and place in your own work):

• A Direct Quotation
• A Paraphrase or Summary of Content
• Statistics, Tables, Diagrams, Images
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Links to ‘free’ web APA style guides:
http://www.emich.edu/library/help/citing.php
APA Style - Journal Article
(Inclusion of Issue Number)

• If journal issues are paginated across an entire volume, do NOT include the issue number in the citation. If each issue of a journal starts on page 1, give the issue number in parentheses immediately after the volume number.
  – The volume number is italicized but the parenthetical issue number is not italicized.
APA Style - Journal Article
DOI Assigned

• When a Digital Object identifier (DOI) is available, include it in the citation of both print and electronic sources.
  – If a DOI does not appear in the article or in a database, you can use the CrossRef DOI Lookup Service to search by the last name of the first author and the title of the article.
  <http://www.crossref.org/guestquery/>
APA Style – Journal Article Online
– No DOI Assigned

• When there is no DOI assigned, provide the journal home page web address (URL) if you can find it.
  – Try searching in Google for the complete journal title as a phrase (surrounded by double quotes) to locate the journal home page.
  – Do not provide an entire URL that leads directly to article, but rather just the journal home page address.
APA Style – Journal Article
Online
– No DOI Assigned

• If you cannot find the journal home page address (URL), for example, the article is published in a discontinued journal or such a page does not exist, and the online content is ONLY available in an electronic database, provide the DATABASE home or entry page URL in the place of the journal home page URL, e.g., Retrieved from http://www.jstor.org
In-Text Citation

Author Named in Text

Lawrence (2001) noted that “The more hands available, the quicker the task is completed (to a point).” (p. 213).

Author Not Named in Text

One author noted “The more hands available, the quicker the task is completed (to a point).” (Lawrence, 2001, p. 213).